BRUCE THE BLUE BEAR
Synopsis
Episode 1 - Out of The Blue
Bruce was a mischievous and lively young bear. Everyday, he found a way to get
into things to amuse him. He had his cousin Bai Boo as his best friend. No doubt,
when these two buddies get together, peace did not exist.
Unfortunately, not far from where they lived, there was an illegal logging activity
going on. A lot of trees had been cut down. Apparently, this activity had raised an
alarm among the animals residing in the area as it posted a threat to their habitats.
Everywhere, the animals were talking about this issue. Bruce and Bai Boo also got
into a discussion on this matter with their friends like Manman, the tortoise,
Mannie, the fox, Jimbo, the young elephant and the twin otter, Mo and Jo. Mo and
Jo suggested for them to go to the spot where the illegal logging activity was
happening and to do something to drive those human responsible for the activity,
away.
However, Manman and Jimbo felt that the plan posted too much danger and
advised the rest against it as they deemed it reckless. Unbeknownst to them,
Mannie, Mo and Jo had secretly, exchanged signals with Bruce and Bai Boo which
agreed that they were going ahead with the plan.
At nighttime, Mannie, Mo and Jo together with Bruce and Bai Boo had moved
quietly towards the illegal logging area. They found that most of the trees had
been cut down. Based on their plan, Mannie, Mo and Jo were supposed to tamper
with the bulldozers and machineries used for the logging. While Bruce and Bai
Boo were responsible to hide the tools used for the logging. They were confident
that they would be able to pull this off because all the men were sleeping soundly.
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So, off they went to carry out their mission. Bruce and Bai Boo had managed to
sneak in into the enemy’s camp and took out several tools used for logging.
Meanwhile, Mannie, Mo and Jo had already tampered with several machineries.
As these five friends were busy carrying out their mission, suddenly, there was a
bright light, flashing at their direction. All hells broke loose as they scampered
around, running away from the illegal loggers who were trying to catch them. A lot
of funny incidents happened which almost got them caught during their efforts to
escape.
As he was running, Bruce suddenly fell into a big pot containing a blue chemical.
Mannie, Bai Boo, Mo and Jo let out their scream as they feared of what was going
to happen to Bruce. All of a sudden, Bruce stood up in the pot and the others were
shocked to see him turned blue.
To add to this, they found that they were surrounded by the loggers. Then, they
heard a shout, “Quick, everybody move back to the camp and pack. The police will
be here in a second. They already know. Quick! Pack up!” The loggers had no
choice but to leave Bruce and his friends as they needed to save themselves from
the police.
Bruce and his friends made their journey home. Bruce headed straight for the
stream to get the blue color off his fur. But his effort was all wasted as the color
remains. At first he was sad but his friends managed to console him and tell him
that he was unique and special. From that day onwards, he was known as Bruce
the Blue Bear.

Episode 2 - The Treasure Hunt
Manman found a treasure map that was given by his grandfather a long time ago.
He told Bruce and Bai Boo about it and together they decided to search for the
treasure. They met up with the Jo and Jimbo and started the journey. The location
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of the treasure is near a haunted old mansion and those fears of finding ghosts
there but after persuasion by Bruce they decided to continue the search. The map
leads them to a cave behind a waterfall that is guarded by a giant gorilla.
They waited for the gorilla to go into the cave and found a gold coin. They
continue searching and found an almost empty chest. As they were discussing
about a message found in the chest, the gorilla return and they leaves the cave in
a hurry. Manman and Bruce pledge that they will return to the cave someday and
find the treasure.

Episode 3 - The Great Escape
Mannie and Chico had been kept in cage by the illegal loggers for many years.
They were longing for the day when they can get out of that cage and be free. But
their hopes faded as they find it impossible to believe that they will be out of that
cage one day until…… Bruce and his friend came for some fun and adventure!
Mannie and Chico used this opportunity to get out with the help from Bruce and
his friends with one condition….get them out of the cage and they will lead Bruce
and his friend to the most exiting adventure, supposedly……

Episode 4 - Penny the penguin
As Bruce and his friend were playing, they suddenly heard a loud sound booming
from the sky. They looked up and saw an airplane. Mannie noticed that something
fell out of the plane.
All of them ran towards the place where the thing fell, to investigate. They found a
big cargo there. Every one of them was afraid to do anything. Bruce, then, braced
himself and tried to open the cargo.
While he was trying to figure out how to open the cargo, the thing was pushed
open from inside. Bruce was surprised to come face to face with a penguin which
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came out from the cargo. Both let out a scream of surprise; Bruce for not
expecting a penguin and the penguin for the shock as he had never seen a blue
bear before.
The penguin, later, introduced himself as Penny and told them that he and his
family were on their way to the zoo in Singapore. He was worried then, that he
might never see his family again. Bruce and his friend felt sorry for Penny and
promised to help him. They had to move fast as Penny needed to have a cold
temperature to live.
They were still trying to figure out on how to help Penny when Beezy, a hornbill,
flew by. He told them that there were a group of men looking for a cargo that fell
from the plane. Bruce told them that they had to get Penny to this group of men.
Beezy informed them that the journey would be dangerous as they had to cross
some rivers and swamps.
Nevertheless, Bruce and his friends were determined to help Penny. They faced a
lot of difficulties along their journey. Among the challenges, were the attacks from
the crocodiles and the wild monkeys? Luckily, Bruce and his friends had managed
to thwart these attacks by pulling some funny tricks on the crocodiles and the
monkeys.
Finally they managed to get Penny to the group of men. Though they were sad to
part with Penny, they were happy that he would be reunited with his family.

Episode 5 - Respect Other’s Belongings
Mo and Jo the twin Otters stumbled upon a ball in the forest. Jo suggested that
they take the ball and have some fun with it, but Mo recognized that the ball
belongs to Bai Boo. Mo then suggested that they bring the ball back to Bai Boo but
Jo insisted that they should go and kick some ball.
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Meanwhile, Bai Boo was desperately looking for that same ball. The ball is very
special to Bai Boo because it was given to him by his late grandfather. It has a
sentimental value. He looked everywhere but couldn’t find it. He asked everyone
but nobody seemed to know where the ball is. Bai Boo was getting very upset.
At the other side of the forest, Mo and Jo were having fun playing with the ball,
kicking and throwing to each other. They were enjoying themselves so much that
they had no idea Bai Boo and the rest are looking for the ball. Bill too is helping
and as he flew over the trees, he noticed Mo and Jo playing with the ball at a
nearby field. Bill quickly flew back and informed Bai Boo. Bai Boo, together with
Bruce and the others rushed to the field and took the ball back from Mo and Jo.
Mo and Jo in the meantime, apologized to Bai Boo for not returning the ball to him
when they first found it.

Episode 6 - I’m Your Friend
Ally the Alligator lives by himself by the stream in the middle of Hutanwood. Ally
hardly moved out into the forest because he has no friends in the forest. Ally has
no friends because all the other animals are afraid of him. They are all afraid that
Ally might eat them if they come close to him. Ally was very sad because of this
and this makes him very lonely at times. He need friends in his life.
So, Ally has to take the courage to go and make friends with the other animals.
Ally needs to convince them that they can be friends with him. That he will not eat
them. That he can help them in times of trouble… After all Ally is a vegetarian
alligator!
The opportunity came when some of the animals got trapped during a flood.
Britney and Chico desperately needed to be rescued, if not they will be
drowned…and

so

came

Ally

the

Alligator

to

rescue

them…

Will he or will he not be able to be their friends….??
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Episode 7 - Closer Than a Brother
Bruce and Bai Boo were enjoying that stroll in the morning among the mist in the
forest when suddenly they stumbled upon a female white bear along their path. It
was a beautiful female bear. They were all shocked to see each other. But to
Bruce, it was more that a shock… it was love at first sight!
Laura, the female white bear had lost her way while traveling with her family.
Bruce then invited her to stay for a few days as he figured out the way to the land
she’s heading towards. During that few days, Bruce used every opportunity that he
could find to be close to Laura. He gave all his attention to Laura. He made Laura
feels special and welcomed. Bruce is beginning to fall in love with Laura….
But as Bruce was pursuing Laura, he started to neglect his friends especially Bai
Boo, his buddy. Bai Boo was hurt, he was sad because Bruce is giving all his
attention to Laura and no longer speak to him or spend time with him. Things were
not getting better until Mo and Jo had to confront Bruce on his behavior. Because
of that conversation, Bruce decided to have a heart to heart talk with Bai Boo to
settle things. In the meantime, Laura decided to continue on her journey…

Episode 8 - Be Real
Chico had been telling everybody in Hutanwood that he’s an eagle and that he can
fly very high…. One day while Mo and Jo were playing by the hillside, Mo slipped
and fell down the cliff. Mo had only had a tree branch to hold on to and Jo
desperately went to look for help. He found Chico and pleaded with Chico to come
and save Mo because Chico could supposedly “fly”. Chico came and managed to
miraculously rescued Mo, but can Chico keep his secret for long…?

Episode 9 - We Are Family
While walking in the forest one day, Bruce and Bai Boo stumbled upon a large
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footprint. At once, Bruce thought about his family and suggested to Bai Boo that it
could be his fathers’ footprint. Bruce and Bai Boo then decided to follow the track
of the footprint and find out where it came from. As they followed the trail, they had
no idea that they had went deep into the jungle. When they finally realized, they
were already lost in the jungle. Now, they must find a way back to where they had
come from.
Meanwhile, Mo and Jo decided to go and search for Bruce and Bai Boo after not
seeing them in the forest for many days. Their search was filled with obstacles and
challenges that they did not expect. Mo and Jo need to overcome these if they
were to find Bruce and Bai Boo and help them get back to the forest…

Episode 10 - Sharing is a Good Thing
It was a beautiful day, bright and sunny. All the animals were lazing around, some
were taking a nap while others were looking for “kutu”. It was peaceful and quiet
when suddenly, Mo and Jo came shouting and jumping around because they were
so

happy.

They were humming, they were singing, they were dancing… and they caught
everyone’s attention. Everyone wants to know why Mo and Jo were so happy. Mo
and Jo had just caught a BIG fish for themselves! That’s why they were so happy.
But there is a problem… they are not willing to share that big fish with anyone in
the forest. Penny, the penguin who fell from the sky has not eaten fish for quite
awhile now and she’s longing to taste some of the fish caught by Mo and Jo. But
Mo and Jo were not willing share even if it’s just a small piece. So starts the
pestering… wherever Mo and Jo go, there Penny was, asking for some fish. After
many attempts without success, Penny finally got discouraged and gave up
asking.
Then, Bruce the Blue Bear, who took the initiative to speak to Mo and Jo to share
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their fish with Penny the Penguin, after a short talk with Bruce, Mo and Jo decided
to share the fish that they’ve caught. They shared it not only with Penny but with
the entire group as well.

Episode 11 - The Long Lost Friend
In the calm water of the river, came an unexpected guest that no one in
Hutanwood ever thought of meeting….a hippopotamus. Hippie the Hippo had just
escaped from the zoo and unknowingly wandered into the river in Hutanwood.
Some of the animals were excited because they now have a new friend in Hippie
the Hippo but others were beginning to feel threatened and wanted to protect their
territory.
Hippie then meets Al and found out that Al was actually his old friend from the zoo,
Croc! Hippie now has a better chance of staying in the river because of Al….

Episode 12 - That’s What Friends Are For
It was just another ordinary day in Hutanwood. Jimbo was feeling hungry and was
longing to taste some sugarcanes but he had to go over to the logging area in
order to get some. Mannie advised Jimbo against going but Jimbo insisted.
Without warning, Jimbo fell into a trap. It’s going to be impossible for Jimbo to
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come out of the trap pit by himself. He needs his friends to help him.
As Jimbo’s friend brainstormed on how to rescue him, they were all caught with
differing ideas and suggestions. They could not agree with each other while Jimbo
was stuck in the trap. They must come to an agreement on the most practical and
easiest way to rescue Jimbo… And guess who came out with a brilliant idea??

Episode 13 - Don’t Give Up!
Manman the Tortoise was strolling in the forest when he stumbled upon a hole in a
tree trunk that’s big enough for him to enter and rest. He thought to himself “Wow,
this is a nice place for me to relax.” As Manman moved forward to enter the hole,
Britney the Porcupine came and hurriedly enter the tree trunk claiming it to be his
saying, “What a great home I’ve found.”
But Manman objected, saying that he had found the home first. Britney too
claimed that she had found the home first. They kept arguing among themselves
until finally Britney challenged Manman to a race… the winner, said Britney will get
to stay in that home. Knowing very well that Manman could not move fast and that
she will definitely win the race. Manman was discouraged and down, not knowing
what to do. But his friends, Bruce and Bai Boo and the rest encouraged him to
race and to believe that he will win.
On the race day, Britney left Manman far behind and decided to stop and rest.
Thinking that Manman was still far away, she continued to rest but fell asleep.
Slowly and steadily, Manman moved and passed Britney. After sometime, Britney
woke up and realized that Manman is already near the finish line. She got up and
rushed as quickly as possible but Manman had already crossed the finish line.
Manman won the race and got to stay in the tree trunk’s home and he then invited
Britney to stay in together with him.
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